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In the chaotic last days of the war, a small troop of battleweary American soldiers captures a German spy and makes
an astonishing find—his briefcase is empty but for photos of
beautiful white horses that have been stolen and kept on a
secret farm behind enemy lines. Hitler has stockpiled the
world’s finest purebreds in order to breed the perfect military
machine—an equine master race. But with the starving
Russian army closing in, the animals are in imminent danger
of being slaughtered for food.
With only hours to spare, one of the U.S. Army’s last great cavalrymen, Colonel Hank Reed, makes a
bold decision—with General George Patton’s blessing—to mount a covert rescue operation. Racing
against time, Reed’s small but determined force of soldiers, aided by several turncoat Germans,
steals across enemy lines in a last-ditch effort to save the horses.
Pulling together this multistranded story, Elizabeth Letts introduces us to an unforgettable cast of
characters: Alois Podhajsky, director of the famed Spanish Riding School of Vienna, a former
Olympic medalist who is forced to flee the bomb-ravaged Austrian capital with his entire stable in
tow; Gustav Rau, Hitler’s imperious chief of horse breeding, a proponent of eugenics who dreams of
genetically engineering the perfect warhorse for Germany; and Tom Stewart, a senator’s son who
makes a daring moonlight ride on a white stallion to secure the farm’s surrender.
A compelling account for animal lovers and World War II buffs alike, The Perfect Horse tells for the
first time the full story of these events. Elizabeth Letts’s exhilarating tale of behind-enemy-lines
adventure, courage, and sacrifice brings to life one of the most inspiring chapters in the annals of
human valor.
Praise for The Perfect Horse
“Winningly readable . . . Letts captures both the personalities and the stakes of this daring mission
with such a sharp ear for drama that the whole second half of the book reads like a WWII thriller
dreamed up by Alan Furst or Len Deighton. . . . The right director could make a Hollywood classic
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out of this fairy tale.”—The Christian Science Monitor
“Letts, a lifelong equestrienne, eloquently brings together the many facets of this unlikely, poignant
story underscoring the love and respect of man for horses.”—Kirkus Reviews
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PDF/ePub/Mobi/Mp3/Txt, Are you looking for the perfect horse PDF?. If you are areader who likes
to download the perfect horse Pdf to any kind of device,whether its your laptop, Kindle or iPhone,
there are more options now than ever before. Perhaps because of the growing popularity of Kindle,
or competitors like The Nook, or maybe just because people want choices, it is now possible to get
the perfect horse Pdf and any kind of Ebook you want downloaded to almost any kind of device!
Traditionalists may ask, what is so great about downloading the perfect horse Pdf? You may think
better just to read the perfect horse Pdf the old fashioned way you know, as in paperbacks or
hardcovers? The answer is that, while print books are great and will never become obsolete, there
are definite advantages to the electronic format. Let uslook at a few of these benefits.
For one thing, it is environmentally friendlier to read the perfect horse electronically, as you are
saving all that paper. A related benefit is cost. It is much cheaper toread books that you download
than to buy them. If you read lots of books, it can be quite expensiveto buy them. Finally, the perfect
horse Pdf in electronic format take uphardly any space. If you travel a lot, you can easily download
the perfect horse Pdf to read on the plane or the commuter train, whereas print books are heavy and
bulky.
Follow this link to read online and download the perfect horse Pdf from our online library.
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